
    OPCOM Farm has Level, Block, Stack, Tank, four intelligent indoor garden series, a full range of soilless cultivation of 
high-efficiency vertical hydroponic technology, clean and not dirty hands, save water efficiency.
It can reach 98%, green environment purifies the air, and oxygen is brought into the room. It can be widely designed in various fields 
such as family, school education and commercial planting and application.
LED growth lamp design, air motor automatically  increases  oxygen in the water , automatic dosing machine, water temperature 
management system, so that everyone can easily grow healthy and fresh fruits and vegetables with cloud technology,
No matter where you are, you can observe it at any time, so that planting can also  be at the cutting edge of technology.

    OPCOM Farm provides one-button planting functions, making it easier for customers to plant. Through its own cloud, it provides a 
large number of planting data and reminder functions, so that customers do not have to worry about planting difficulties and equipment 
damage. For designers, Opcom Farm offers a modular approach that makes planning and design more accessible, as well as adding 
more innovation to their business. Opcom Farm has 25 years of manufacturing and service experiences. It has its own distributors in 
the world; therefore, the designers only need to focus on design, and just leave the most difficult production and service to Opcom 
Farm.                    

    OPCOM Farm is a Taiwan-based investment company in Dongguan, China, which has been manufacturing in China for 25 years. It 
is the first wafer-based camera process in a class10 clean room in China; all in one factory with state-of-the-art Class vertical 
integration advanced process from wafer package, LED, CMOS packaging factory, train and light mechanical and electrical plant.  In 
25 years of professional service experience, with a number of patents,and ISO9001, 13485, 14001, FDA 510K and other medical and 
industrial certification. it is the world's leading supplier of disposable endoscopes and cutting-edge hydroponic equipment.

    OPCOM Farm launched the smart indoor garden design series "you design. I support", which is a great chance for designers. Not 
only will you have the opportunity to mass-produce your designs, but you can also market your brand in the world.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

 

If you are interested in our products, please kindly e-mail to" sales@opcom.com".  Thank you!
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OPCOM Farm Announces Customized Intelligent Indoor Garden Design Series 
Booth No.: E5–5453/5454  in Shanghai Expo 2018  at Shanghai New International Expo Center from July 18th to July 20th.


